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Improvised performance at at Somewhere There, Toronto, February 15, 2009 (“Interface with Evan Parker, presented by
AIMToronto). Recorded and mixed by Jean Martin.

Resinous Fold 7 (for Smoke) Peebles
Delicate Path (Murasaki) Parker, Peebles, Perera
Resinous Fold 6 (for Trigona) Peebles
Delicate Path (Lime) Parker, Peebles ,Perera
Resinous Fold 2 (for Bamboo) Peebles
Delicate Path (Sandalwood) Peebles, Sankaran
In the Canopy (Part 1) Peebles
Resinous Fold 2+4+3 (for Malachite, Bronze &
Cerumen) Peebles
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2, 4 DELICATE PATH (MURASAKI, LIME)
Evan Parker – soprano and alto saxophones, Sarah Peebles – shô, Nilan Perera – electric guitar, effects,
preparations, Fender amplifier.

total time 67:01
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Resinous Fold solos were recorded April 2007 by by Ted Phillips, April 2007 at Studio Excelo, Toronto.
Resinous Fold 2+4+3 multi-track composed by Peebles March, 2014.
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SARAH PEEBLES

SOCAN for Canada / ASCAP for the World except Canada (Peebles); PRCMS (Parker); SOCAN
(Perera, Sankaran). ©2007-2013 the artists. All rights reserved.
Liner notes by Sarah Peebles. Cover photo by Robert Cruickshank. Design Isabelle Vigier.
Mastered by Matt Rogalsky.

WITH EVAN PARKER NILAN PERERA SUBA SANKARAN

Arborrations video by Creson, Rosen & Peebles and additional information on this project
are posted at unsounds.com.

Resinous Fold shô solos explore the harmonies of gagaku and create paths between what I think of as
listening zones. Unlike the chordal drones which underpin melody in the main body of gagaku (which is
more widely known), resinous fold shifts between smaller tone clusters drawn from gagaku’s harmonic
centres, and is inspired in its flow by gagaku tuning pieces known as chôshi (music for one or multiple
instruments without orchestra). Simple tones from individual pipes transform to rich, complex timbres as
air flows through several metal reeds, travels up and out smoked bamboo pipes, and collides as it emerges
from multiple points. Sum and difference tones and interference patterns of sound emerge and create
a striking, immediate music which envelopes the surrounding space in a sort of opaque cloud, at once
mesmerizing, yet somehow unsettling.
Each of these works was recorded at close range and from different angles in a relatively dry room.
This up-close, dry sound is how I have usually experienced playing the shô in traditional cultural contexts
in Japan. The intimate, dry sound reflects the instrument in its most intriguing context. The listening
experience becomes a dance between instrument, player, performance space, microphone, recording
engineer, loudspeaker, listening space, and listener. It is contemplative, in an intense sort of way, though
rather outside the average expectation of “contemplative” in that this is not “easy” listening. Each solo is
dedicated to a present or historic element of the shô.*
* cerumen, also known as black beeswax, is the resinous wax produced by stingless bees (track 8).

In the 80s, while I was studying music composition in Japan, I was intrigued by the seemingly
esoteric role some traditional musics played in contemporary Japanese society. I was given the
opportunity to study the shô—the mouth-organ used in gagaku, ancient Japanese court orchestral
music and dances—at a small Tokyo shrine, Sendagaya Ward’s Hatonomori Hachiman Jinja. Via this
shrine I became familiar with basic gagaku repertoire and played for Shinto ceremonies, weddings and
related functions, and also learned how to tune and repair the instrument. From that time onward I’ve
explored improvising with, writing for and toying with the acoustic, amplified and reproduced sound
of the shô. I’ve often wondered who thought up this remarkable work of nature-meets-technology—
this instrument, so elegant and deceptively simple-looking, which sounds so ethereal. The answer, of
course, isn’t really who, but by which paths the shô has come into being.
The shô, a free-reed instrument, was introduced to Japan from China between 710-794 AD, and is
one of a large family of Asian mouth-organs developed before and since that period. It has traditionally
been played in Japan as a part of gagaku for court, temple and shrine functions. Contemporary
compositions and improvisation have become a part of its repertoire since the 1960s, and its arresting
pipe-organ sound has drawn fans from around the world. Asian mouth- organs likely originated
in what is now Laos more than 3,000 years ago. They reflect an intriguing, synergistic relationship
between human beings and the habitats surrounding us. Since ancient times, mouth-organs have
utilized the nest materials of wild stingless honey bees (such as genus Trigona in Laos): honey-making
bees in tropical regions that are cousins of stinging honey bees (genus Apis). The stingless bees that
forest peoples of the tropics have used throughout the world are social bees that gather plant resins
and produce mixtures of secreted wax and these collected resins (as well as plant gums, oils and
other substances), which the bees combine equally and use within their nest as construction material.
Indigenous peoples have gathered these materials from wild nests for millennia—often boiling down
components and mixing them in specific proportions—and applied them to mouth-organs in many
ways, as well as to many other cultural items.
Ecology and human culture intersected in new ways as bee husbandry and agriculture progressed
in ancient Asia. The mouth organ that became the shô utilized wax from managed bees—eventually
from Japanese honey bees, Apis cerana japonica, a subspecies of the Asiatic honey bee—along with
human-gathered resin, ground malachite, lead, bronze, lacquered wood, buffalo horn, silver, and
smoke-cured bamboo from the hearths of old houses. It has changed little since arriving in Japan,
except for the occasional experiment. —Sarah Peebles, Toronto, 2014

1, 3, 5, 8 RESINOUS FOLD 1–8
Sarah Peebles, solo shô improvisations; composition

6 DELICATE PATH (SANDALWOOD)
Suba Sankaran – vocals, Sarah Peebles – shô.
An improvisation exploring random ragas; chalanata, mohanam, and sree.
Recorded by Ed Hanley at Arcadia Art Gallery, Toronto, March 2103 for “Cycles” lab (www.cycles- film.com).
Mixed by Matt Rogalsky.

7 IN THE CANOPY: MEDITATIONS FROM PAPAROA AND KAPITI ISLAND (PART 1)
Sarah Peebles, electroacoustic
In the Canopy was inspired by my experiences recording birds and bees in Aotearoa/New Zealand, by
various people I met on my journeys there, and by sounds I encountered in Singapore and Canada en
route to Aotearoa . A Mâori concept shared with me by Gary Millan in Paraparaumu, across from Kapiti
Island, especially resonated with my experiences gathering recorded sounds there: “That which is just
beyond our perception,” an English translation of a concept within the Mâori Ngâ kete wânanga (Baskets
of Knowledge). It reflects the essence of my experiences listening to birds and insects that were all around
me, but seemingly invisible, and spending long, focused periods of time on the land while recording or
simply being; taking time.
The idea of pollinators became important to me, since historically many varieties of birds and only
a handful of indigenous bee species were responsible for pollinating many of the flowering plants in
Aotearoa. Those native bees are all solitary ground nesters, whose biology differs from the European
honey bees and bumble bees later introduced from Europe. I began to wonder about that unique mix of
indigenous pollinators, how it had come into being and how these native birds and bees and the plants that
they’ve coevolved with have been affected since the first human presence in these islands.
In the Canopy (pt 1) is the sonic underpinning to Arborrations, a hypnotic meditation on movement, light, shadow and color
within a forest, created by Toronto filmmakers John Creson and Adam Rosen in 2013 (appearing online at unsounds.com). In the
Canopy, a 40-minute work in three parts, was commissioned by “RPM” (Matthew Leonardson, producer) for Radio New Zealand/
Te Reo Irirangi o Aotearoa, with assistance from the Canada Council for the Arts. Composed at Studio Excelo in Toronto, 20032005. Mix assisted by Darren Copeland (full work posted at sonus.ca).

Giorgio Venturieri: resin beads deposited by stingless bee workers
(Tetragonula hockingsi), Brisbane, QLD, Australia.
Robert Cruickshank (cover): shô. Peebles’ shô custom made
by Haruo Suzuki (body) and Naohiro Shibata (reeds).

